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In two spacetime dimensions two observers moving with constant relative veiocity u

set up coordinate system (ct,r) and (cl', z') respectively. Show that if they set their

clocks to t: t' :0 when pass each other, the transform between these coordinatc

systems is the Lorenz transform:

(a)

(b)

u in the r-direction.

In K a rod at rest has length 16. What is the length of the rod in K'?

I,et A and B be two simultaneous events in 1( and supposc A is at (0,0) and

B is at (0,2) where r + 0. Show that A and B are not simuitaneous tn K'.

Show that a particle moviirg with the speed of light along the r-direction in

K also moves at the speed of iight tn K' .

Two particles with rest mass rn1 and T'12 ale moving along z-clirection with

velocities u1 and 22. These particles collides and forrn a new particle witir rest

oass rn3 and also moving along the z-direction with velocity 23. Show that
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wherc': (' ;)
frames such r-irat the origin of 1{' moves with relative

and m! : m?-l- ml+2m1ntz)t)z(t - 1#)-"'"\ c2 /
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K and K' be two inertial

u3=
r:n1J1 * m2^12

bhere'y; : ''l(ui) :



(b) Suppose that a photon is traveling along r-axis and coilides with a statt

electron of mass rn' After the collision the photon and electron move in

plane and making angles of I (anti-clockwise) and / (clockwise) with

respectiveiY. Show that:

i. -r:ffi'
where v and D atethe freque""i"t of the photon before and

collision and h is the Plank's constant'

rr' o mc (r 1\

"o'or-- + (; -;) '

where p and q are the momentum of photon before and afber the

3. (a) Show that the Rienrann tensor

Rd ob. : ld o.,b - ld ou," * lt o.ld .b - l" obld ""

arises from the equation Vo,;bc _ Vo;.b: Rdoa.Va.

(b) Using the Bianchi identitY

Rlb"dt" * R!ad""* ffb"';d': 0

show that G"b 'o : 0'

(c) Prove the following:

,' Rob.d* R.ab-l Rau":0'

ii' .\o'6" : Rou"d'\d if )o'6 * tru;o : 0'

4.UsetheEuler.Laglangeequationstoobtainthenon-vanishingChristoffe]

for the metric

d,s2 : -A(r)d.t2 * B(r)d,r2 + r2(d'02 * sin2 0d'4')'

Henceshowthattheonlynon-ZefoRiccitensorcomponentsforthisme

by
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i;r',t',r') : (t,r,0,/) and prime denotes the differentiation with respect

the result obtained in question 4, derive the vacuum solution of the

field equations for the static, exterior geometry of a massi.ve object

,- -i! (, -'+) a* + (t -'+)-' 0,, + r2(d02* sin2 vd,d,)

all results used

for a particle be

('-'+)' :
,?6 :

k

h

c2.

-following results hold in vertical free fall:

k: \F_W
mc2f-f , : 0

tr' : *u (i- *)
of release of the particle.

along the null ggodesic of the light pulse. Show

inate time can be written as

l('- '+)' n,,##f', ,

{" [(' - T)-' n,, ##f', ou,

emitter and receiver respectively.

explain why the change in coordinate time between

consecutive signals (At") is the same as the

time of reception (Arn) of these signals?

change in proper time between emission and

*:(#)'''



(c) If the pulses are emitted and received with frequencies u": nll\rn andt

nfL'rp,showthatinthelimitofrfmbeingsmallthespectralshiftisgivE!!='#=ry(*-*) 
I

(d) The wavelength of a hblium-neon lases is measured inside a Skylabntttl

ingfaroutindeepspace,anclisfourr<ltobe632.snm.WhatwavelenethI

an exPerimenter measure if: I

. i. he and the laser feil freely together towards a neutron star? 
I


